See what's above you

Featuring a see-through visor that lets workers see hazards overhead, AboveView™ offers a wide brim for increased protection from the elements and is equipped with accessory slots for a variety of attachments. AboveView expands workers’ peripheral vision by 50%. Meets ANSI/ISEA Z89.1 and CSA Z94.1 classifications, Type I, Class E and G.

Celebrating 100 years

Bullard, the inventor of the hard hat, has protected workers for 100 years with its head protection products. Its full line of head and face protection offer workers superior protection, ultimate comfort, and versatility. Lines include full and low brim hard hats, bump caps, and face protection that easily fits to all Bullard hard hats.

AboveView

Concrete Solutions

We are your total concrete solution
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Unmatched comfort & durability

The GenVX® offers unrivaled comfort and durability in a lightweight design. It is the lightest, coolest, most comfortable, and most dependable helmet on the market, with an industry-leading 2-year warranty. Equipped with an optional comfort pad giving users the choice of a tight or lightweight fitting feel depending on preference.

All-In-One protection

HMXi features all-in-one protection for your head, face, and respiratory system. Coaters and painters feel assured knowing their head is protected, and their viewing area is enlarged for optimal vision. The airflow in the HMXi is designed to rush over and around the top of the head to deliver maximum cooling to the face while also providing superior respiratory protection.

Enhanced comfort and protection

Offering protection for the face and respiratory system, the GR50 is a hood-style respirator designed specifically to meet the challenges encountered daily by grinders and metalworkers. The GR50 design lets continuous airflow be delivered through a unique neck cuff, maintaining positive pressure inside the hood helping to keep contaminants out. The GR50 can be used with convenient and low-cost Bullard Free-Air® pumps.